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Indefinite Article

Complete the sentences with a or an.
Example:
He has …………… pen.
He has a pen.
1. I have …………… dog.
2. This is …………… interesting story.
3. There is …………… man outside.
4. Anne is …………… opera singer.
5. I am going to buy …………… new camera.
6. He works in …………… office.
7. Mr. Smith is …………… honest man.
8. Would you like …………… egg?
9. We have …………… new library in town.
10. I have …………… house in Sintra.
11. There is …………… orange on the table.
12. Margaret has …………… umbrella.
13. I am going to buy …………… magazine.
14. Would you like …………… ice cream?
15. He is eating …………… apple.
16. It is …………… exciting computer game.
17. I’ll see you in …………… hour.
18. Tony is writing …………… report now.
19. This is …………… international magazine.
20. He is learning to ride …………… bicycle.
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Indefinite Article

Complete the sentences with a or an.
Example:
He has …………… pen.
He has a pen.
1. I have a dog.
2. This is an interesting story.
3. There is a man outside.
4. Anne is an opera singer.
5. I am going to buy a new camera.
6. He works in an office.
7. Mr. Smith is an honest man.
8. Would you like an egg?
9. We have a new library in town.
10. I have a house in Sintra.
11. There is an orange on the table.
12. Margaret has an umbrella.
13. I am going to buy a magazine.
14. Would you like an ice cream?
15. He is eating an apple.
16. It is an exciting computer game.
17. I’ll see you in an hour.
18. Tony is writing a report now.
19. This is an international magazine.
20. He is learning to ride a bicycle.
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